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EBSCOhost Knovel ProQuest Ebook Central VH7QX3XE2P.search.serialssolutions.com Available from Skillsoft Books Engineering Pro ebookcentral.proquest.com Connect to Ebook. ebookcentral.proquest.com This practical reference provides thorough and systematic coverage on both basic metallurgy and the practical engineering aspects of metallic
material selection and application. Coverage includes: Practical information on the engineering properties and applications of steels, cast irons, nonferrous alloys, and metal matrix composites. Concise overviews and practical implications of metallic structure, imperfections, deformation, and phase transformations Process metallurgy of solidification
and casting, recovery, recrystallization and grain growth, precipitation hardening Mechanical deformation during processing and in-service properties of fatigue, fracture, and creep. Physical properties and corrosion. About the Editor F.C. Campbell's 38-year career at The Boeing Company was divided between engineering and manufacturing. He
worked in the engineering laboratories, manufacturing research and development, as well as engineering on four production aircraft programs, and in production operations. At the time of his retirement in 2007, he was a Senior Technical Fellow in the field of structural materials and manufacturing technology. He has written or edited many books
for ASM International, including Structural Composite Materials, Elements of Metallurgy and Engineering Alloys, and several titles in the Understanding the Basics series. Publisher: ASM International Published: 2008 Pages: 672 ISBN: 978-0-87170-867-0 Electronic Document Download Many of our products are available via Electronic Download. To
access an electronic (PDF) document that has been purchased, the document will appear in Content. (You must be logged into the website in order to access your purchased content). You can also access your purchased document by searching for it and clicking on the "Download" button on the document's product detail page. Shipping Charges ASM
International is proud to recognize UPS as our official courier. All items are shipped using UPS Ground Service for domestic service and UPS International for all other shipments. This allows us to provide our members and customers with the most economical, reliable and trackable shipping available on the market. All orders of physical products
(Books, DVD sets, etc.) include a shipping charge that is calculated based on weight and your geographic location. ASM International does receive a discount from UPS because of the volume of shipping we do and this discount is passed along to you directly. Domestic shipments typically are received within 3-5 business days; international shipments
take approximately 2-4 weeks depending on your specific location. We are able to offer expedited shipping services on products that are shipped direct, should the need arise. Please contact the ASM International Member Service Center at 440-338-5151, ext. 0 or via email at MemberServiceCenter@asminternational.org for more information. Also, in
the event that your company has a corporate shipping account with UPS or FedEx, we are happy to use your account number for delivery of your products. For assistance with this option, please contact the ASM International Member Service Center. Order Processing Orders that are placed before 2:00 p.m. U.S. Eastern Time are typically shipped the
same day. Please allow three to four weeks for other publishers' books. Refund Policy Returns will be accepted for a period of 30 days after the invoice date for domestic orders and 90 days after the invoice date for international orders. Returns must be undamaged and in resalable condition. Returns made after the specified time frame will be
charged a 15% restocking fee. The restocking fee will be deducted from your total refund amount. Returns are made at the expense of the customer. Please use a shipper that allows you to trace the package. Shipping fees are non-refundable. Materials Properties and Performance Metals and Alloys Phase Diagrams and Crystallography Engineering is
all about efficiency, and what could be more efficient than learning a course online in a way that fits your lifestyle? Some courses are more expensive than others, but others are free. Here are five of the best courses in engineering that you can take online.Johns Hopkins University Online Engineering DegreeThis fully online degree program can be
taken in your choice of discipline. The options include:• Applied biomedical engineering • Electrical and computer engineering • Environmental engineering • Engineering management • Information systems engineering • Mechanical engineering • Systems engineeringThe institution has been offering online courses since 2001, and has consistently
ranked highly for student satisfaction, so it can be relied upon for high-quality instruction.This course is a little different, aiming to promote the development of well-rounded engineering professionals with maximum career prospects. It’s a self-paced course that helps students to understand the importance and nature of leadership in a tech-driven
world, as well as to define their own leadership goals and career choices. It’s one of the best personal development courses for engineering students available. edX is a collaborative online institution that draws upon the expertise of MIT, Harvard, Berkeley and other respected universities.The University of Alabama Online Bachelors of Science in
Mechanical EngineeringThis program is pretty much the same as the on-campus version, and therefore includes some in-person components. The aim is to prepare students for careers in a variety of fields, including robotics, bioengineering, manufacturing and aerospace. There are 128 credit hours of coursework, with each credit hour being priced
competitively compared to other institutions. In regards to the university itself, Alabama U ranks highly for student satisfaction.Arizona State University Online Bachelors Degree in Electrical EngineeringASU offers a fully online, bachelors-level electrical engineering program with multiple start dates. There’s also a flexible policy for transferring from
another course. Unlike many research universities nationwide, ASU takes online programs seriously, and prices them accordingly. And based on its great student satisfaction rankings, it’s a good choice for many students looking to study engineering remotely.The University of West Florida Online Bachelors Degree in Information Engineering
TechnologyThe University of West Florida’s bachelors degree program in information engineering technology isn’t cheap, but it’s one of the best-reviewed options, based on student satisfaction surveys. This course emphasizes the implementation, maintenance and modification of organizational and telecommunications networks, as well as distance
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characteristics, mechanical properties, and standard classifications. This makes material databases a great tool for any engineer, and with the rise of the internet, these have become accessible by everyone from everywhere – another powerful tool in the engineer’s arsenal that has become readily available. Below is a list of the 10 best among the
hundreds in existence, so make sure to bookmark this page just in case. Please note that this is not a sponsored post, and so I tried to select the best online material databases based on their searching features, database size, usability, volume of information, and other useful features. Moreover, each of the following websites have strengths of their
own, so they are all best suited for a different category of engineers.MatmatchMatmatch offers a comprehensive database of metals, polymers, composites and ceramic materials. It is completely free to use and offers a useful search tool that allows you to find materials based on their name, material type, or property. It contains chemical, mechanical,
thermal, electrical and optical properties for thousands of materials, including commercially available materials from suppliers, and is regularly updated with new materials. It also offers additional features such as Ashby charts. What’s more, as Matmatch works directly with materials suppliers, you can contact suppliers directly on the platform to ask
questions about their materials.ASM InternationalThis is the website of one of the largest online scientific and engineering communities in the world, so finding a rich database of materials in it is pretty much to be expected. Not only are they offering a rich alloy database which categorizes the various alloys by their material classification or the
companies that market them, but they also offer a failure analysis database for various materials, a medical materials database, a micro-graph database, and a corrosion analysis material database.Material ConnexionMaterial Connexion offers a rich database of polymers, glass, ceramics, cement-based, carbon-based, and metallic materials, full with
details and pictures for every entry. You may search for materials by name, by their physical or mechanical performance properties, or even their sustainability and availability. The only prerequisite and drawback is that you will have to apply for a membership before accessing the database, but it is well worth the trouble.Materials WebMaterials Web
is a large database of structural, electronic and thermodynamic data for materials viewed in 2D or 3D modes. Featuring a powerful API that allows you to write Python code to help you characterize any material. More geared towards those who create and work in the research and development field, it still remains a great tool for searching materials
of others through their online platform once you log in to it.UL ProspectorThe UL Prospector offers access to humongous material databases that are categorized as per their type and field of application. The details on each material entry are really impressive, containing even descriptions on the history of the specific material, its datasheet, the
company that owns its distribution rights, and the retailing details. For the engineer’s perspective, the categories of metals, plastics, coatings, lubricants, sealing materials, and industrial cleaners, are all very important.Materials ProjectThe website of the Materials Project is an interactive exploration site that is suitable for casual browsing and
educational purposes alike. The searching capabilities are truly staggering, with a combination of elements, search as you type, search by formula, commercial IDs, or even crystal structure type. The database even offers individual categories for batteries, crystals, and molecules. This website is mostly focused on the exploration and evaluation of the
physical properties of various materials, so it has a special practical value for certain engineering categories.ChemSpiderThis website is a huge database of chemical structures connected to other individual databases from other sources. The result is a staggering 58 million items at the disposal of the visitor, searchable by ID, name, trade name, or
even registry number. The search engine is a “search as you type” kind and the results contain physical properties, software predictive analysis, spectra, supply vendors, etc.MakeItFromMakeItFrom is a great tool for the engineer, containing a rich material database of metal alloys, polymers, and ceramics, focusing mostly on the mechanical
properties of each material, its thermal properties, and provided the most common and useful calculations for them. Examples include stiffness to weight and strength to weight for both bending and axial, as well as the thermal shock resistance. The alloy composition is also given through an intuitive diagram, as is all kinds of data on this website that
uses a clear color pallet and design in overall, making it easy to browse. Unfortunately, there is no search function, but the MakeItFrom website still remains a great resource for the modern engineer.MatNavi NIMS Material DatabaseThe website of the National Institute for Materials Science contains a rich set of databases for engineering purposes
based on their designation and properties. Here you may find data sheets about the latest materials created in the lab, their special purpose properties, and their detailed analysis. To access everything you will need to login to the database, and to print out data sheets you will need a special permission for it, but it is still doable if you need
it.MatWebMatWeb is a large material database of searchable materials categorized by their physical properties, alloy composition, material type, manufacturer, trade name, or even its UNS number. It is practically very useful for people who want to search for something that has been released and actually used in the market, containing over 120000
database entries.MatdatFinally, the Matdat Material Database is yet another engineer-focused online material database that features over a thousand of data sheets for steel, aluminum, cast iron, and titanium alloys. The results are focused on practical engineering, with mechanical properties being on the forefront and provided in a nicely formatted
and downloadable PDF. Finally, I should also point out the unique searching feature of Matdat that allows its visitors to set by standards such as ISO, SAE, and ASTM, and the exact designation.
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